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Building trust to deliver projects
Reduce r isks with communicat ion



Successful project delivery
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• Manage expectations

• Communicate change

• Show results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Intro. Animation?)ME-Starts with trust.  Communicates respectKeep in mind that public participation is not a single event, it is a process.  It’s a process that occurs over the life of the effort, through design and construction.  When you include the public and make them a meaningful part of the process you reduce your risks significantly and have a much higher chance for the greatest success’s in your efforts.  Overall your performance as an agency will improve as will the outcomes you are seeking.



Goal setting

• What are you trying to 
achieve?

• Identify the needs
• What does success look like?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first part of any effort is to set your owner goals.  Whether the kick off of a project or the start of your outreach, what are your goals.  What are you trying to achieve, safety, mobility, preservation, enhancement?  How will you measure these goals?  Don’t worry that it’s early, as these are fluid, but where do you as the owner see your roadmap starting and what is the journey looking like?



Practical Solutions approach
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• Right tool for the right job
• Measurable results
• Build advocates, not adversaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bart(Practical solutions or inclusion?)Right tools, right job!"We collaborate with our project team to deliver the right messages, to the right audience, at the right time using the right tools. These decisions aim to achieve measurable results and consider the mobility needs of people in each community."



Stakeholder identification

• Who is directly impacted?
• Who has influence?
• Who is willing to get involved?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bart��Who has influence- What cities or interest groups will have an interest in your improvement?  Bike Groups?  Tribes?  RR or FAA.  The sooner you can get these identified the sooner your outreach efforts become even stronger.  Use this as an opportunity to share with the local leadership what kind of comments both positive and negative you anticipate.  If you have an EIS or a State SEPA process this can be crucial to meeting the goals of that process too!



Elected leaders
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& technical experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Should tech experts be deleted on the above?)Identify who your impacted elected officials.  Elected officials require special handling.  The same type of comm is ciritical with them.  Most often I’ve found that they respect the expertise you bring to the table, especially when the expertise is garnered with input from the local community.  While in public they may be saying the right things politically, privately they are letting you know the direction you are heading is the one they support.  ….and if you have done your outreach efforts, you will be able to show, it’s the right one.



Project purpose /
Communication need
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• What are you trying to solve?
• (Outcomes vs. solutions)

• What at the measures of 
success?

• Better safety?
• Better throughput?
• Better connectivity?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often this will be defined for you, is this an enhancement, safety, collision prevention , mobility project, but with that constraint defined, what does the public see here?  What does your data tell you and does the public see the same thing.  Often, at inception the public may not agree with your “problem”, but when presented with the data, can then see Much like the Information Phase of your VE, what does the general public see as the “owner requirements here”?   While you may perceive it’s more work, participation can offer more complete information in the form of added facts, values and Washougal-Cty and Port working together with CW project, partnership.



Incorporate public input
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Earlier on, rather than later when changes are more costly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Move down 2 or 3?)Public input is NOT asking the question, “What do you want”.  This question is the one that leads to creating false expectations and send the public to conclusions that cannot be supported financially or constructability wise.  Maybe their influence is small, but share that up front.  The amount of influence the public will have is one key to setting up a successful participation process.  Risk-Finances and



Social media is great
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But…
it’s not 
everything
Find the right 
tool(s) for the 
right audience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The public LOVES the boots on the ground perspective that social media can provide.  As a manager I’ve tried to have my subject matter experts weigh in on this.  Why would we close a road for 5 days?  Why is there no one out there when the road is closed for 5 days?  Why can’t we build a roundabout in the winter?  Why do we always replace culverts during the busiest months of the year, in the summer, why not wait till winter?Takes commit. By team for getting the pics and helping to tell the story so that the story is understood(Anything about online open houses)



Media as a partner
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Media is a partner and tool.  Be proactive, show accountability.When I started 15 years ago in the Bellingham area there was a Local Transportation reporter.  He was calling me monthly to look for stories and we were happy to oblige.  In todays media market, often, those resources are not there, to help tell our story or ask our questions.  You are likely going to have to make that contact through direct phone calls, a media release or social media to have your story make the news.  And even in the more remote areas, don’t forget they too will often have their local weekly paper or newsletter, they are often excited to find things to print.  School papers, college and high school, too offer a great opportunity to share our information.



Incorporate public input
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Creative ideas come from the diversity of the public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But as we said earlier participation is not a one step process.  Check in with the public regularly.  If they are part of your VE process, make sure they are a meaningful part.  And even if not an “official” member, is there any reason the public can’t be part of the creative and evaluation phase?  Even after the project determination has been made, the next step for me is construction sequencing.  As I like to say, “pull the bandaid quick?”  Find out what the public thinks and allow them to have ownership in the direction?While some might argue that is too much to give to the public, our role as owner is to balance these views and concerns coming into us from the public and reflect the decisions being made back so that the public understands how it’s diverse concerns were considered.



“Stuff” happens
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• Anticipate changes to schedule & costs

• Look for opportunities

• Stay positive, but keep it real

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuff happens in design and construction, don’t be afraid to share it all, “opportunities and success’s”  Most often I’ve found the public is very appreciative  understanding when they know the reason for the challenge.  Why can’t we consider and overpass?  Why does the wetland impact our decision making?  This goes back to your alternate outreach efforts, Twitter, Facebook, is there a project webpage?



Pulling it all together
• Clarify the process early and often

– Conditions of funding
– Constructability
– Project limitations/scope

• Manage expectations
– Establish a timeline
– Update, update, update

• Be the best source of information
– Bad news can’t travel fast enough
– People like good news, but it can 

spread quickly – for better or 
worse.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funding-Is it open ended or is there a constraint in the amount or timing?�Constructability-Use this a an opportunity to share with the public the results.  We worked at night, how did that work?  We put a deadline in there, results?  Pulled the bandaid quick?Bart�Be the source of info…..-Don’t let the neighbors or local media beat you to the punch.  Be open with challenges just as we are going to be quick with success’s.
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1. Lack of information

2. Habitual thinking “it worked last time!”

3. Reluctance to seek advice “I don’t need help!”

4. Shortage of time

5. Requirements (Are they really?)

6. Performance at any cost

The big 6 pitfalls 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The big 6 pitfalls of a lack of Communication  (Bart and Chris rotating?  I like the animation too.)�(I’m wondering if this should be sort of a summary page)LOI-Who better to provide those who live and use this regularlyJust because it worked last time is not a measure of future success.  Talk with you SME’s early and often.  “The purpose of todays training is to defeat yesterday’s understanding”If you don’t need help, you don’t have a project.  Shortage of time will lead to disaster.  I always love when I hear the excuse “the elected’s said I had to deliver by this time”.  Most often I’m the one they called to find out when we can deliver.  If time is an issue COMMUNICATE.  Let all know.  It’s better to be late with the proper project than deliver the wrong project on time.Requirements.  



Successful project delivery
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• Manage expectations
• Show Respect

• Communicate change
• Build Trust

• Show results
• Build Confidence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Intro. Animation?)ME-Starts with trust.  Communicates respectKeep in mind that public participation is not a single event, it is a process.  It’s a process that occurs over the life of the effort, through design and construction.  When you include the public and make them a meaningful part of the process you reduce your risks significantly and have a much higher chance for the greatest success’s in your efforts.  Overall your performance as an agency will improve as will the outcomes you are seeking.



Successful project delivery
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• Show Respect

• Communicate change
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Intro. Animation?)ME-Starts with trust.  Communicates respectKeep in mind that public participation is not a single event, it is a process.  It’s a process that occurs over the life of the effort, through design and construction.  When you include the public and make them a meaningful part of the process you reduce your risks significantly and have a much higher chance for the greatest success’s in your efforts.  Overall your performance as an agency will improve as will the outcomes you are seeking.



Questions?
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Thank you!

Chris Damitio
WSDOT Engineering Manager
360-757-5991
DamitiC@wsdot.wa.gov

Bart Treece
Communications Manager
206-440-4698
TreeceB@wsdot.wa.gov
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